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AN ANTHOLOGY OF VAMPIRE HORROR BLOODSUCKERS Reynolds is a down on his luck private
detective who spends his days touring dive bars. His life is as tepid as the old drunks sitting next to him until
Lucille walks in to the bar. Someone is stalking her and it isn't just an ordinary person. It is a vampire with a
grudge...something that Reynolds knows all too well. GRUESOME There is a serial killer loose in a small
town and the female victim's gruesome mutilations has earned the killer the moniker of "the Vampire". One
woman believes that the killings are the work of an old classmate...a goth girl who was mercily bullied by
some of the women who have been killed...but there is one problem, she killed herself years earlier... THE
DEER WOMAN Pastor Jacob and his wife struggle to make their way in Wild West, praying nightly for a
miracle to happen as his wife cannot conceive. One night, a stage coach barrels into their yard and inside is a
dead man and a baby. His wife insists on keeping the baby, believing that God has delivered him to them. A
few months go by and then a mysterious woman appears in town, looking for her child She's a demon, a
succubus, and wants her the baby back for a sacrifice. But the pastor and his wife won't give up the child
without a fight.
YOUNG BLOOD Hannah and Abbie are best friends barely making ends meet while working as waitresses.
The economy is shrinking in their small town and they can barely afford their studio apartment. They find out
that the kindly old woman that owns the restaurant where they work is sitting on a million dollars cash in a
safe. The two young women plan to rob the restaurant of the money but they soon discover the old woman is a
vampire who does not take kindly to thieves. PALE BLOOD A trio of vampire slayers invade the home of
Gilda, waiting for her husband to return from his "night job" so they could rid the town of his menace. The
slayers find out, however, that Gilda has been prepared for this moment and will do anything to protect her

husband even if he is a vampire. I,VAMPIRE Victor was a vampire that has been cured. He returned to a
normal life, free from the lust for blood and killing. He isn't cured of his desire for women, however, and
becomes smitten when he meets the beautiful Ellie. When she refuses his advances, he must decide whether or
not to accept her rejection or once again call upon his vampiric powers to get what he wants.
VAMPIREVILLE Two Goth teenage girls develop a popular Youtube channel where they talk about
make-up... proving that the existence of vampires are real. But when they go to investigate an abandoned
house where an unsolved "vampire" killing took place, they find out first hand how real vampires really are...

